


THE KING OF CHAIN LUBES

Company background 

• Company founded in 1952 

• One of the world’s leading ski wax manufacturers 

• Factory in Hartola, Finland 

• Annual turnover around 1,4 million euros 

• Privately owned company with seven employees 

• First product was the official torch for 1952 Helsinki Summer Olympics 

• Manufacturing chemical products for sports at the highest level since 
1952
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A specialist in high-end waxes 

• Rex is working closely with all best National XC and 
Biathlon Ski Teams (Norway, Finland, Sweden)  

• National Teams as development partners for exclusive 
projects ( i.e. Olympics) 

• Rex is strong in high-end racing ski waxes and supplies 
waxes to all national team in the World Cup 

• Rex Racing Service is touring across Europe each season 
to provide testing information and to sell waxes at XC & 
Biathlon World Cup events
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Innovator in ski wax 
chemistry 

• Over 60 years experience in waxes and wax 
additives 

• Many exclusive raw materials and 
manufacturing techniques 

• Bringing a new wax-based approach into 
chain lubricants vs. traditional oil-based
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Bringing Rex into cycling 

• Started in 2014 as an in-house project to make the best possible 
chain lube using ski wax technology and raw materials, without 
paying attention to cost. 

• Personal ambitions – We are also cyclists as Rex. 

• Ski waxes and chain lubes have the same goals: 
To minimize friction and to repel dirt and water. 

• Popular wax-based lubes on the market are really low-tech. 

• Really positive feedback resulted into commercial launch of Rex 
Domestique in 2015.
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Bringing XC ski World Cup level R&D 
into chain lubricants 

• Testing phases: 

• 1. Rex internal testing of different waxes and additives in bicycle 
drivetrains. 

• 2. Rex athlete team tests select samples in racing and training 
(Road/MTB). Collecting and analyzing feedback from athletes. 

• 3. Only the best working chain lube samples make it to 
laboratory.  

• 4. Only the best samples in lab tests make it into production.

• Test protocol designed by Wheel Energy laboratories

• 175W magnetic resistance, duration 300 km

• Bicycle drive train with a spring loaded single speed chain tensioner

• Dura-Ace chain and chainrings

• Average of 20 measurements, high and low peak values removed

• 30 minute warmup prior measuring

• Ambient temperature 25°C, humidity 32%

• Chain ultrasonically cleaned before lubing

• Ufo Drip applied as per manufacturers’ recommendation

• Chain rotating the same way in every measurement
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About our test methods + key findings 

• Riding outdoors in the worst conditions is crucial for finding differences 
between different test samples and competing products. 

• Measuring chains pre-ride and post-ride in Wheel Energy testing laboratory 
to receive trustworthy data. 

• Some “good” lubricants perform badly in lab (high friction and wear rate). 
Some bad lubricants perform well in laboratory. (low friction but high 
contamination and quickly failing outdoors) 

• Important: Finding the optimal formula with good balance between real-
world usage properties and lab-verifiable lubrication performance. 

• Ski wax dirt repellent technology is the key for combining the best 
properties of so-called “wet” and “dry” lubes into one all-condition lubricant.
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People behind Rex Bicycle products: 
Antti Peltonen 

• Brand Manager, Partner 

• Marketing, branding, testing 

• Commutes 50 km daily and continuously tests 
different chain lube variants
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People behind Rex Bicycle products: 
Juuso Liukkonen 

• R&D Engineer, Production Manager 

• Recipes, production, testing 

• Also the key developer of new Rex ski waxes 

• Ex elite-level road cyclist
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Development partners: 
Teams and individual athletes

• Dozen Finnish Champions in our team in Road, Cyclocross, MTB 

• 2019 European MTB 24h champion Matti Tahkola 

• Memil Pro Cycling 

• Finnish National Junior Team 

• Also used in Tour de France 2019 (1 stage win!) 

• Possibly a UCI World Tour team soon?

TEAM EVOC FINLAND

FINCYCLING
FINNISH NATIONAL JUNIOR TEAM

HENRI OJALA

AKI FÄRM 24H MTB EUROPEAN CHAMPION

MATTI TAHKOLA

MTB
GRAVEL

ROAD
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Development partners: Testing laboratory

• Wheel Energy Oy is one of the few independent 
drivetrain friction testing labs in the world 

• Located in Finland nearby Rex factory 

• Does testing for UCI World Tour teams, bicycle tire 
manufacturers, also for competing chain lube 
manufacturers 

• Rex marketing claims are based on third party 
test results, not on our own test results
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What makes Rex lubricants high-end?

World leading lubrication performance that is verified by repeatable and  
objective dynamometer and Taber abrasion testing. 

Combines ultra-low friction with longevity and dirt repellency. Keeps drivetrain 
efficient all the way to the finish line, not just temporarily in laboratory setting.  

Is a true all-condition lubricant, instead of separation into “dry” and “wet” 
categories. Categories are only needed to address shortcomings of lubes either 
in wet or dry conditions. 

In order to be considered high-end, the lubricant must possess all three properties, not just 1 or 2:
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Market positioning

• Focusing only on the high end with our chain lubricants. Lots of chain lubes on the market, not many in the very high end. 

• Data- and race result -driven marketing instead of gimmicks and marketing frenzy. Performance claims backed by third 
party tests. 

• Key competitors: Muc-Off high-end lubricants and Ceramic Speed lubricants. 

• Targeting enthusiastic cyclists with passion for their equipment.   

• Bringing new product innovations on the market and expanding chain optimisation to a broader audience. (Rex Race Day 
Spray vs. UFO Chain and Nano Chain.) 

• The contradiction of 5000-10000 EUR bikes lubed with 5–10 EUR lubricants. Your bike is worth better! 

• Together with detergents, Rex has a compact product range that offers the most important products. 

• Measuring and minimizing friction and drag is a big trend in cycling, #savewatts #mariginalgains

Entering a crowded market with a compact range that doesn’t overlap but adds to current offering in shops:
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• Wax-based, solvent-free, non-vaporising: 

• Every drop you you apply on the chain, stays on the chain.  

• 30 waxings per bottle, up to 500 km per application. 

• No shipping limitations, compact, can be taken into aeroplane. 

• Combining the best properties of dry and wet lubes: 

• One of the most efficient chain lubes on the market. (Wheel Energy, Friction Facts) 

• Good longevity and dirt repellency due to ski wax technology. 

• Really quiet and smooth drivetrain 

• Loyal fan base, recommended by other cyclists: 

• Most people won’t go back to other lubes. 

• www.rex.fi/domestique

The all-condition, ultra-low friction lube for all cycling disciplines.

Rex Domestique selling points

http://www.rex.fi/domestique
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• All the benefits of Rex Domestique, and then more: 

• World-leading dynamometer readings combined with rainproof lubrication. 
Better than Domestique in dry and wet. 

• “The best dry and wet conditions chain lube, packed in one bottle” 

• Advanced ultrasonically-treated formula with few atom layers thin Black 
Diamond particles that form an ultra-slippery nanocoating on metal surfaces 
under continuous metal-to-metal contact, coating won’t wash away with water.  

• Beats competing high end lubricants from Muc-Off and Ceramic Speed in objective 
testing, also costs less. (Retail 39 EUR vs 69 EUR) 

• The Pro Tour teams are already using it despite having other lubricant sponsors. 

• Measured 19W saving over a completely dry, new Dura-Ace chain 

• www.rex.fi/blackdiamond

The fastest ever chain lube measured in dynamometer testing

Rex Black Diamond selling points

http://www.rex.fi/blackdiamond
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An intensive testing program both in racing and laboratory

Rex Black Diamond R&D program results:

• Wheel Energy labs: Fastest chain lubricant ever measured 

• Tour de France 2019 stage win 

• Tour of Qinghai Lake 2019, 2 stage wins 

• MTB 24h European 2019 Champion title 

• Tahko MTB Race 2019: Triple win in 120 km series with 
Black Diamond 

• Transcontinental Race 2019, Paris-Brest-Paris 2019
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• Utilizes the best race ski wax technology to protect the chain lubricant from contamination. 

• Makes readily optimised chains from Muc-Off and Ceramic Speed useless. (UFO Chain, Nano Chain) 

• 6-8 treatments for the whole drivetrain for 79 EUR vs. one-time-use-only chain for 100 EUR 

• Better bad weather performance than competing solutions: The worse the conditions, the more you benefit 
from Race Day Spray. 

• Brings optimised chains to MTB and cyclocross racing where mud repellency is a big bonus. 

• Only 0,5W difference in chain lubrication efficiency when measured pre-race and post-race. 

• Saves constant 10+ watts when compared to a chain that has lost its lubrication in bad race conditions. 

• The savings are comparable to aero wheels vs. non-aero wheels, but they are available at all speeds and 
power levels! 

• Everyone who buys oversized pulley wheels, should also buy Rex Black Diamond and Race Day Spray to save 
more watts at a lower cost. 

• rex.fi/racedayspray

Unique hydrophobic coating for the drivetrain with no direct competitors.

Rex Race Day Spray selling points

http://rex.fi/racedayspray
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• An ultra-thick version of Domestique Chain Lube, based on 
medical grade ingredients 

• Thermoreactive formula: Friction generates heat -> heat lowers 
the viscosity of Assembly Grease and thus decreases drag 

• Hydrophobic thanks to ski wax technology, also added anti-
corrosive additive.  

• Decreases bearing seal drag when compared to standard 
greases.

Has anyone paid this much attention to bicycle grease before?

Rex Assembly Grease selling points
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Rex Bicycle Wash selling points

• 100% degradeable, water-based detergent 

• PH-neutral (PH7) 

• Safe for anodized aluminum and carbon 

• Solvent-free 

• Disc brake safe 

• rex.fi/bicyclewash
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• Solvent based powerful degreaser for the drivetrain, as 
requested by pro teams 

• Active Solvent technology: 

• Active surfactants create a temporarily miscible emulsion 
with water and make hydrocarbons water rinsable  

• Suitable for chain cleaning devices (1:3 mix ratio with 
water) 

• “Rex red for the drivetrain, Rex green for everything else”

Rex Chain Cleaner selling points
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• Own testing dynamometer to boost new product 
development 

• Take the role as the leader in ultra-low friction 
bicycle lubricants 

• UCI Pro Tour team sponsorship to get more exposure 

• Worldwide distribution  

• Add more products to line-up but keep focus

What’s next with Rex?
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• facebook.com/rexbikedivision 

• instagram.com/rex_bike 

• www.strava.com/clubs/rexbike

Follow us on social media

http://facebook.com/rexbikedivision
http://instagram.com/rex_bike
http://www.strava.com/clubs/rexbike

